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1. Introduction 
In this paper we consider price adjustments resulting from shocks 
in a two country model. For that purpose we present a price adjustment 
process that reaches an equilibrium price vector when starting from an 
arbitrarily chosen price vector. The latter vector can be interpreted as 
the equilibrium price prevailing in the economy before the shock took 
place. 
The model we consider here is very simple. There are two countries 
supplying goods for the domestic market as well as for the international 
market. An equilibrium price vector is a vector of prices at which the 
demand for both the domestic goods and the goods traded on the common 
market equals their respective supplies. In other words, an equilibrium 
vector is a zero point of an appropriate excess demand vector. 
Of course, economists are quite familiar with price adjustment 
processes for finding equilibrium prices. First of all we have the Walras 
tatonnement process. Here, the change in the price vector is related to 
the corresponding excess demand vector. Thus, prices of goods in excess 
demand (supply) are increased (decreased), while prices of goods in equi-
librium are not adapted. The problem is that this process may not converge 
to an equilibrium. Strong conditions on the excess demand function are 
needed to guarantee convergence. Another well-known process is the Newton-
like method of Smale. It adapts prices in such a way that the change in 
the excess demands is a negative factor times those excess demands. Thus, 
prices are adapted such that positive excess demands become smaller where-
as negative excess demands increase. But also this process does not con-
verge from any starting vector.. Convergence is only guaranteed when the 
process starts at the boundary of the price space, while some boundary 
condition has to be satisfied. 
Both processes only consider the current price vector and excess 
demand vector. This appears not to be sufficiënt to guarantee convergence. 
The process we present here also keeps in mind the starting vector. By 
doing this, and thus considering price changes (relative to the starting 
prices), it is guaranteed that the process converges from any starting 
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price system to an equilibrium price system. The economie idea behind the 
process has some similarities with that of the Walras tatonnement process. 
The international trade model we consider in this paper is the two 
country model in which. both countries have domestic and international 
commodities (see Mansur and Whalley [3])- In fact they consider a similar 
model with an arbitrary number of countries. We only consider two coun-
tries because all the features of our process can be clarified in this 
setting. For applying our process we first have to rewrite the model. Here 
we follow the lines of van der Laan [1] who reformulated the model by 
making use of its specific structure. This reformulation introduces ex-
change rates between the domestic currencies and an international curren-
cy, and a balance of payments for each country. Thus, application of our 
process to the model not only guarantees convergence, but it also makes it 
possible to consider movements in balances of payments and exchange rates. 
In fact this makes our process very interesting from an economie view-
point. 
This paper consists of five sections. In Section 2 we present the 
model. Section 3 contains a formal description of the price adjustment 
process. In Section k we give an economie interpretation of that process. 
Finally, in Section 5 we present a simple numerical example. Readers that 
are only interested in the economie content of this paper can skip Section 
3-
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2. The model 
As already mentioned, our model deals with two countries. Concern-
ing the goods there are domestic goods that are produced and traded within 
one country, and internationally traded or common goods. The model des-
cribes a pure exchange economy. Initially, each agent in the economy pos-
sesses a bundie of goods. They exchange goods against equilibrium prices 
in such a way that they maximize their Utilities. 
Let us explain the model more formally. The number of domestic 
goods in country h, h = 1,2, equals n, , and these goods are indexed by 
(h,k), where h denotes the country and k the good. The number of common 
goods is n_+l and they are indexed (0,k), k = 0,1,...,nn. Thus, the total 
N+l 
number of goods equals N+l, with N = nn+n..+n?. A price vector p £ R /{O} 
nfi+l n, 
can be written as p = (p^.p^.Pp) with pfi £ R+ and p, £ R+ , h = 1,2. 
An element p,, denotes the price of good k on market h, h = 0,1,2, where 
the common market is regarded as market 0. The excess demand function z 
-N+l N+l 
of country h, h = 1,2, is a continuous function from R into R , where 
R is the subset of R /{O}, such that for all p £ R , (p0,p.) has 
at least one positive element for h = 1,2. More precisely, z (p) = 
(zn(p) ,z '(p) ,z_(p) ) , where ZQ(P) : R -> R denotes the total 
h -N+l nk 
excess demand of country h for common goods whereas z, (p) : R -» R is 
the total excess demand of the consumers in country h for the domestic 
commodities of country k, with k,h £ {1,2}. Clearly z,(p) = 0 if k £ 
{h,0}. Because the excess demands in a country only depend on the domestic 
and the common goods prices we can write z (p) as z (pn,p, ). Concerning z 
we make the following Standard assumptions: 
i) z (Xp0,Xph) = z (p0,Ph), X > 0 (homogeneity) 
ii) pTz (p) = pjz0(p0,ph) + Phzh^po,ph^ = ° (Walras' l a w) (2-1) 
iii) Positive excess demand for goods with price zero (desirability). 
At an equilibrium price vector p = (PQ>P1.P2) ^  R+ a H markets have to 
be in equilibrium, i.e. 
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1 - - 2 - -i) zQ(p.) = ZQCPQ.PJ^) + zQ(p0,p2) = O (2.2) 
ii) z n( p) = zh^P0,Ph^ = °' h = 1'2' 
To apply our process we first reformulate the zero point problem 
-N+l n0 nl n2 
on R into a zero point problem on the simplotope S := S x S x S , 
n^ nh+l nh+l 
where S := {x E R+ [E -_-• x. = 1} (see van der Laan [1]). In the sequel 
we denote the set {(h,0),(h,l),...,(h,n.)} by I(h), h = 0,1,2. Related to 
each element q = (QQ.QI .QT^ *n ^  we clefine ?ov both countries a price vec-
tor TTh(q0,qh) = [(^(q0,qh))T,(rr|;(q0,qh))T]T E R 0 x R h, h = 1,2, by 
V ( q 0 ' q h } = qh0q0k ' ( ° ' k ) £ I(0) 
Trhk(qo,qh) = qhk • (h,k) e Kh)/{(h.o)}' 
(2.3) 
So q,, , k ï 0, yields the price of the k-th commodity of country h. The 
elements of q„ are multiplied by q, _ to get the prices of the internatio-
nal commodities for country h. The vectors q and n (q), h = 1,2, are rela-
ted in such a way that there is a 1-1 correspondence between a ray of 
-N+l price vectors in R and a vector q in S. More specific, the vector q 
yields the same excess demands as a vector of prices p on the correspon-
ding ray. We illustrate this with an example. 
Example 2.1. Let us assume that (n_,h1,n_) = (2,2,2), i.e. we have three 
common goods and two domestic goods for each country. Now consider the ray 
R := {y C R7|y = Xx, x = (5, 2, 3, 2, 1, 14, 6) T , X > 0}. To derive the 
related q-vector we first normalize the sum of the common goods prices to 
one, i.e. we take x = (1/2,1/5,3/10,1/5,1/10,7/5,3/5)T, with qQ = (1/2, 
1/5,3/10)T. Note that z(y) = z(x) for all y in R. Next we find qx by solv-
ing the equations Q11/q10 = *1;L = 1/5, (312/qio = *12 = ly/1° and q10 + 
qll + q12 = 1' In this w a y we find ql = (10/13.2/13,1/13) and similar 
q2 = (1/3,7/15,1/5)T. Clearly, Vy e R, zh(y) = zh(xQ,xh) = zh(rrh(q0,qh)), 
h = 1,2. 
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Next, we define z(q) = (zQ(q) .z^q) ,z„(q)) C R as the total 
excess demand vector at prices rT (q), h = 1,2, i.e. 
1 1 2 2 
zQ(q) = zQ(rr (q^q^) + ZQ(TT (qQ,q2)) 
zh(q) = zh(n (q0,qh)), h = 1,2. 
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Observe that q consists of E. _n(n,+1) elements while z(q) consists of 1 + 
2-t. r>ni. elements. We now construct a function z relating to each q a vector h=U n 
with the same number of elements. Therefore, let 
z(q) = (z^q) ,z^(q), z^q))"1" £ ÏT^QR be defined by 
z0k(q) = zQk(q) . (0,k) e 1(0) 
*h0(q) " ^ W o k ^ V V » ' h = 1'2 (2'4) 
zhk(q) = zhk(<i) • k = * nh. h = i*2' 
Observe that for h = 1,2, and for all q £ S, (2.1) implies 
T- ,. ,_ 0 h h , h> _ h h h , h , _ ,„ ,_ , 
Vh ( q ) = WokW" } + ^ -iVhk*11 } = °* (2,5a) 
However, this complementarity condition does not hold for h=0. Then we get 
qozo(q) = zio^q^ + z2o^q^' (2.5b) 
It follows straightforward from 2.1.i) and 2.1.iii) that z(q*) = 0 iff 
(qg.-qJ.qJP € S ° * R 1 X R 2,
 w i th q ^ = qj^/qj0 for h = 1,2, and k = 
-N+l l,...,n, , is an equilibrium price vector in R (see also Example 2.1). 
What about the interpretation of z and q? From (2.3) we see that 
qOk' (O.k) ^  -^C-*), can ke interpreted as the common good prices denoted in 
an international currency, e.g. ECU's, whereas the Qhk's denote the prices 
of the domestic goods in the domestic currency. As we noted already, q, „ 
can be viewed upon as the value of one unit of the international currency 
in terms of the currency of country h. Thus, an increase of q,n increases 
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the common good prices in terms of the domestic currency. Moreover, be-
cause I. ,nq,, = 1-q, n, an increase of q, n also results in a decrease of k?*0 hk hü hO 
the sum of the domestic good prices. With l-qhn as an index of the domes-
tic price level, we can interprete q,n/(l-qhn) as the exchange rate. Thus, 
an increase (decrease) of q,_ yields a devaluation (revaluation) of the 
currency of country h. 
Concerning the vector z(q), the elements z». (q) are the excess 
demands for the common goods, whereas z,,(q), h = 1,2, and k ^ 0, denote 
the excess demands for the domestic goods. From (2.4) we see that z,
 n(q) 
-is the value of the excess demand of country h for common goods, denoted 
in the international currency. In other words, it reveals the situation on 
the balance of payments. The element z,
 n(q) being positive (negative) 
indicates that country h faces a deficit (surplus) on its balance. 
Note that each excess demand z,, , (h,k) * (1,0),(2,0), is related 
to a price qhk. whereas the balance of the balance of payments of country 
h, h = 1,2, is related to q,Q being the component of q, determining the 
exchange rate. 
Thus, the reformulation of this model on the simplotope enriches 
the economie content of the model by the introduction of exchange rates 
and balances of payments. This enables us to pose a lot of questions that 
could not be dealt with in the Standard model. For example, consider the 
situation in which a certain country has a fixed production capacity re-
presented by its initial endowments. The country has to decide how to 
divide these endowments between the common market and its home market. 
With the reformulated model we can take for example the exchange rate as 
target variable. Then we can consider the problem how to divide the 
endowments in order to reach the target. In the sequel of the paper we 
discuss a price adjustment process for the model including exchange rates 
and balances. This process describes a way in which by adaptations of 
prices and exchange rates a shock in the economy is restored towards a new 
equilibrium. 
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3. The process 
In this section we present a mathematical description of our price 
adjustment process. The process can start at any vector v in S and reaches 
a q* at which z(q*) = 0 via a path of vectors q in S. The process is go-
verned by v and the sign pattern of z(q) for vectors q on the path. Very 
roughly speaking, elements of q are increased (decreased) when the corres-
ponding z-element is positive (negative), while if an element of z is zero 
then the related element of q is adjusted such as to keep it in equili-
brium. In the sequel we assume that v lies in the interior of S, i.e. 
vhk > ° for a11 (h,k) £ I : = I(0) u I(1) u I(2)' 
The sign vector related to x, notation sgn(x), is a vector s con-
sisting of elements in {-1,0,+1}, where s. = +1 (-1) if x. > 0 (<0), while 
s. = 0 if x. = 0. Because of (2.5), the set fT of feasible sign patterns of 
z is restricted. For example, it is impossible that the elements z,. (q), 
h = 1,2, k = 0,...,n, , are all positive. In the sequel we first define J 
and related to each element in 7 we further define a primal and a dual 
set, both being subsets of S. A primal set states conditions on the loca-
tion in S of its elements. It is here that the starting vector plays a 
major role. The corresponding dual set is induced by the sign pattern of 
the function values of its elements. The process then only considers vec-
tors of S lying in the intersection of a primal and its corresponding dual 
set. 
Let us formalize this. Each sign pattern of z is represented by a 
2 nh + 1 
sign vector s = (s^ .s.. ,s~) in n,nR . Thus, each element s,, , (h,k) £ 
I, is an element in {-1,0,+1}. For each sign vector s and h = 0,1,2, we 
define the following subsets of indices, 
i^(s) = {(h,k) e K h ) | S h k = -1} 
I°(s) = {(h,k) € K h ) | S h k = 0} 
I*(s) = {(h,k) £ I(h)|shk = +1}, 
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Furthermore, we introducé some notation. With s, > 0 we mean s, , > 0 for 
h hk 
all k in {0,1,. .. ,n.} . If s,, ^ 0 for all k and s,, > 0 for at least one k 
we write s, £ 0, whereas s, > 0 indicates that s, is a nonnegative vector. 
Accordingly, we define <, £ and <. Now we are ready to define the set 1 of 
feasible nonzero sign vectors related to z. 
Definition 3»1- A sign vector s belongs to 7 if it satisfies the following 
conditions: 
Tl. there exists an h £ {0,1,2} for which I^(s) ï 0 and \{s) * 0 
T2. I*(s) = 0 iff I~(s) = 0, h = 1,2 
T3. if sQ £ 0 (sQ £ 0) then s..0 = +1 (s.Q = -1) for at least one h in 
{1,2} 
T4. if S Q = 0 then shQ = 0, h = 1,2. 
The conditions Tl, T2 and T3 reflect the conditions on z stated in (2.5) 
and the fact that s / 0. In fact, T2 reflects (2.5a) while T3 follows from 
(2.5b). Condition Tl results from T2, T3 and s * 0. Only condition T4 is 
imposed from outside the model. The reason for this will become clear 
later on. Observe that we implicitely consider only sign patterns of z(q) 
with q in the interior of S. For example, if q. equals (0,1,0) then the 
corresponding sign pattern of z.(q) equals (+1,0,+1) according to 2.1.iii) 
and (2.5a), which contradicts T2. In the sequel we show that our process 
never reaches a q with some element equal to zero. 
Related to each s E 7 we define a primal set P(s). 
Definition 3»2. Let s C 9" and q £ P(s). Then, for some b, bn and a,, h = 
0,1,2, q satisfies the following conditions, where 0 £ b £ b_ £ 1, and 
a ^ l : 
PI. for h = 1,2, and also for h = 0 if sQ ^ 0, 
qhk = Vhk if Shk = +1 
'hk * qhk ^  Vhk if s, , = 0 hk 
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bv, , = q. , if s, , = -1 
hk ^hk hk 
P2. if s Q < O then q_ = vQ 
P3- if s Q £ O and s Q j. O, 
bOVOk * qOk * aOVOk if SOk = ° 
bOvOk = qOk i f sOk = -1' 
To provide a better insight on these conditions we will make some 
remarks. If q is a vector in P(s) with sn^0 (PI) then all elements of q 
related to negative elements of s are, relative to v, minimal,i.e. 
q,,/v,, = b = min_q. o/v. o for all (h,k) with s,, = -1. In that case the 
elements q, . with s, , = +1 are, relative to v, maximal over all indices in hk hk 
I(h). More precisely, Qu^/v,, = a, = maxT,, , q, p/v, <> if s,, = +1. Elements 
of q related to zero sign vector elements vary between these bounds, i.e. 
q,,/v,, € [b,a, ] if s,, = 0. From all this it implicitely follows that 
q„ = v„ if sn, = +1 for all (0,k) £ 1(0). If q is a vector in P(s) with 
s« < 0 then q„ equals v» (P2). In the case that s~ £ 0 while sfi { 0 (P3). 
for all q in P(s) it holds that «Jgk^Ok = b0 = min l{0)%l^w0t if s0k = 
-1, whereas «luiVv,, = b * b0 if shk = _1 for (h*k) £ I( 1) u I ^ 2 ) * We re~ 
mark that b^ may be larger than b. For example, when going from P2 to P3, 
i.e. one element of s~ becomes zero, b„ is equal to one. For illustration, 
compare the sets P((-1,-1),(1,-1),(-1,1)) and P((0,-1),(1,-1),(-1,1)) in 
Figure 3•1• 
Now, suppose that for all h, s,, = +1 for just one k, say k,, 
while s, . = -1 for all other (h,j) E I(h). Then the set P(s) is the line 
segment from v to the vertex R of S with R,, = 1 and R, . = 0 for all 
hkj^ hj 
j ï k, , h = 0,1,2. Observe that along this ray the ratio between prices of 
commodities with corresponding negative s-component does not change, since 
all of them are decreased from v with the uniform factor 1-b. In fact, b 
decreases from 1 to zero when going from v to R. Of course we need a not 
uniform factor a, to increase the prices of commodities (h,k, ) £ I(h) in 
order to keep the sum of the components q, ., j = 0,...,n, , equal to one. 
When going from v to R, a, increases from 1 to l/v,, , h = 0,1,2. 
h 
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Each sign vector s with s, , / 0 for all (h,k) £ I induces a ray. 
If neither sn < 0 nor s„ > 0 such a ray points to a point q of S with 
q, , = 0 if s, , = -1 
^hk hk 
and 
%k = Vhk if shk = +1« 
where a, = (I v, , ) . If s n > 0 or s n < 0 this remains true for 
(h,k)£Ih(s) 
all q,, h / 0, while qQ = vQ. 
If s, , = 0, the variable q. , varies between the lower bound bv, , hk hk hk 
(or bnv, , ) and the upper bound a, v. , . So, the dimension of P(s) increases 
with one if s, , goes from nonzero to zero. However, if for some h ^ 0, 
s, • and s, become equal to zero while s, ._-. for all j ï /t,P, the dimen-
sion increases with only one because we have the additional restriction 
"h E, «CL.! =!• The related case for h = 0 is that the dimension does not in-k=0 hk 
crease if sn» becomes zero while s„ . = 0, j ï l. So, we obtain that 
dim P(s) = 1 + E^=0(|l°(s)|-kh(s)), 
where k, (s) = 1 if |l,(s)| = n, + 1 and k.(s) = 0 otherwise. Here, |A| 
denotes the cardinality of the set A. 
It can happen that the primal sets corresponding to different sign 
vectors coincide. This is obvious for s, s G 1 with s 0 > 0, s» < 0 while 
s, = s. , h = 1,2. It also holds when s G ïï is such that s ^ = +1 for just 
one i, say t and s-. = 0 for all j * l~. Besides there is an h £ {1,2} 
such that s, „ = -1. Then PI says that for some q in P(s) 
and 
bv0j * qoj * aovoj' i * l o ' 
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Let X., j / £ be such that q^ . = X .v_ . and define X, = min .X .. Then with J O Oj j Oj _ k j j 
b_= X. £ b we have that q is also in P(s) with s~. = -1, s0. = 0 for all 0 k Ok Oj 
j * k and s^ = sh> h = 1,2 (compare P((0,-1),(1,-1),(-1,1)) and P((1,0), 
(1,-1)(-1,1)) in Figure 3-1). 
Observe that the sets P(s) are completely determined by the star-
ting vector v. In Figure 3-1 we give an illustration of some sets P(s), 
't 1 1 
s £ ïï, in case S = S X S x S , i . e . when there are two commonly traded 
goods and one domestic commodity for each country. 
CeO),eö},eO»
 4 
P((-l,-l),(1,-l),(-l,!)) 
P((l,l),(l 
(e(l),e(l),e(2)) 
P((0,-1),(1 
P((l,0),-(1,-1),( 
(e(l),e(l),eU)) 
(,ei,2),e(2),e(20 
P((-l,0,(0,0),(0,0)) 
(e(2),e(2),e(l)) 
P((-1,D, (-1,0,(1,-0) 
-1,1),(0,0),(1,-0) 
P((-l,D,(1,-D,U,-D) 
(e(2),e(0,e(0) 
P. O , O , i 1 ,-1 ) , i • ,"•' l ' F( (0, 1) , 1.1 ,-l'i, (.1 ,-1)) 
Figure 3.1» Illustration of sets P(s) in case S = S * S * S and v = 
((1/2,1/2),(5/8,3/8),(2/3,1/3))T. e(l), e(2) denote the unit vectors (1,0) 
and (0,1) in R2. 
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Next we turn to the dual sets which are related to z. More precisely, for 
each s £ 1 we define a dual subset D(s) of S by 
D(s) = Ct({q € S|sgn(z(q)) = s}), 
where Ci(A; denotes the closure of a set A. In the sequel we assume that z 
is a C -function. What about the dimension of D(s), s £ 3"? First recall 
2 2 nh + 1 
that z is a C -function from S to TT. _„R obeying three restrictions, 
i.e. 
q^zh(q) = 0 , h = 1,2 
Vo ( q ) = iio ( q ) + W^ -
Because of the first two restrictions we have that for h = 1,2, 
the (nu+l) " vector z, is fully determined by n, of its elements. More-
over, by the last restriction, we have that the value of the excess de-
mands for common goods must be equal to the sum of the balances of pay-
ments. Hence, we can regard z as an unconstrained function z from S to the 
2 2 nh 
E,
 nn,-dimensional set ff, nR . Restricted to D(s), we then may view upon 
z as being a function from D(s) to an I,_n(n.-|l,(s) |+k,(s))-dimensional 
2 nh -
subset of ffh_nR . say z(D(s)), where k,(s) is defined as before. The 
latter subset has a codimension equal to I, __(|l, (s) j-k, (s)). If z : S -> 
2 nh - 2 
iïh_nR is transversal to z(D(s)) then D(s) is a C -manifold in S with a 
codimension in S which also equals Z, _„(|l, (s)|-k,(s)). Thus, under fairly 
2 2 0 
general conditions D(s) is a C -manifold of dimension I, _n(nh-|l, (s)| + 
k,(s)). Thus, the intersection PD(s) := P(s) n D(s) is now either empty or 
2 f) has dimension equal to dim(P(s)) + dim(D(s)) - dim(S) = 1 + I,_n (|l,(s)| 
-^(s))
 + l2=0(nh-|l°(s)|+kh(s)) - I ^ = 1. 
Thus, for some s the intersection of P(s) and D(s) not being empty 
2 
is a 1-dimensional C -manifold, i.e. consists of disjoint paths and loops. 
In the rest of this section we argue that the set u -<T PD(S) contains 
under rather general conditions a piecewise C -path connecting v and a 
point q* at which z(q*) = 0. By following this path we get a process of 
2 
price adjusting. We note that each C -piece of the path lies in PD(s) for 
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some specific sign vector s and can be written as the solution curve to a 
system of differential equations. Thus, unlike the Walras' procedure and 
the method of Smale, we do not work with one differential system but in-
stead we work with a sequence of such systems, one for each sign vector 
(see van der Laan and Talman [2]). 
For the existence of the path we first require that s = sgn(z(v)) 
contains no zeros. This is not a great restriction. Note that v £ PD(s ) 
and dim(D(s )) = dim(S). Thus, if jl (s )| = 0 then PD(s ) is a ray origi-
nating from v. Our process starts by following this ray from v. 
In general, the process operates in a set PD{s), s £ 1, being a 
finite collection of paths and loops. In order to guarantee that the pro-
cess never enters a loop we need that two sets PD(s), PD(s), successively 
met on the path, intersect transversally. Also this is a generic property. 
Thus, under this condition the process either traverses a set PD(s) on the 
path along a curve segment connecting two points on the boundary of PD(s), 
or it stops in a point q* with z(q*) = 0. In the former case we need that 
the boundary point via which PD(s) is left is the end point of a path in a 
set PD(s), s * s, s £ 3\ Because of the finite cardinality of J this gua-
rantees the convergence of the process. 
Let us become more precise. Note that the boundary of PD(s) can be 
written as 
bd(PD(s)) = [bd(P(s)) n D(s)] u [P(s) n bd(D(s))]. 
When the process reaches a point q in the second part of bd(PD(s)) and 
hence reaches the boundary of D(s), we need that q £ D(s), s £ 7, with 
dim(D(s)) = dim(D(s)) - 1. Similarly, if q £ bd(P(s)), q has to lie in a 
set P(s), s £ *J, with dimension equal to dim(P(s)) - 1. Note that a boun-
dary point cannot lie in bd(S). This because q £ P(s) n bd(S) implies 
zhk(q) ^  0 and q, , = 0 for some (h,k) £ I which contradicts condition 
2.1.iii). 
Conditions guaranteeing that everything goes all-right when the 
process leaves PD(s) via a vector q with sgn z(q) = s in bd(D(s)) can be 
spelled out in terms of conditions on the behaviour of z along the path. 
It is easy to verify that the following five possibilities exhaust the 
cases in which dim(D(s)) = dim(D(s)) - 1. 
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NI. There is an element (0,p) £ 1(0) s.t. s„ = 0 while sQ £ {-1,+1}. 
Besides s,, = s,, for all (h,k) / (0,p) with at least one element 
(0,1) £ 1(0) for which sQ^ * 0. 
N2. There is an h £ {1,2} and just one element (h,p) £ I(h) s.t. s, = 0, 
s, £ {-1,+1}, while s.o = s.o for all (j,<t) / (h,p). Besides there is 
h p j/t- j/v 
a pair {(h,t), (h,r)} C I(h) s.t. s, = +1 and s, = -1. 
N3. There are an h £ {0,1,2} and two elements (h,t), (h,r) £ I(h) s.t. 
s. = s, = 0, s, .s. = -1 while s.o = s, • = 0 for all t ï t,r, and 
s .. = s., for all other (j,k) £ I. In case h = 0, s .„ = 0 for j = 1,2. 
N4. There are an h £ {1,2} with s,0 £ {-1,+1} and an element (0,p) £ 1(0) 
with sQp = shQ while iQp = ihQ = 0 and iQ/t = sQl = 0 for alle l * p, 
s .r, = s._. = 0 for j ï 0,h, and s .. = s., for all other elements j0 jO J jk jk 
(j,k) £ I. Besides, there are two elements (h,t), (h,r) £ I(h) s.t. 
shf Shr ' _1-
N5. There is an element (0,p) £ 1(0) s.t. sn £ {-1,+1}, s^ = 0 and s», = 
0 for all k ^  p, while S^.S-Q = -1. For all elements (h,k) £ I with 
(h,k) * (0,p), s ^ = shk. 
Note that in the cases N1-N4 both s and s belong to 'S. However, in 
case N5, s is not an element of 5", due to condition T4. NOW we are ready 
to clarify the reason for that extra condition. Suppose we define P(s) 
according to P1-P3- But then we have that dim (P(s)) = dim(P(s)), with s 
and s as in N5. Hence PD(s) would be a collection of points instead of a 
1-manifold. What to resolve this problem? When we discussed the definition 
of the primal sets we already argued that q £ bd(PD(s)) with s as in N5 
also lies in a set P(s), with sn, = -s„ for some k j* p, while sn. = 0, 
t 4 k. Because q also trivially lies in bd(D(s)), the process continues 
from q via a path in PD(s). 
Next we consider the case when the vector q in bd(PD(s)) lies in 
bd(P(s)). We already argued that q has to lie in P(s), for some s in ÜT, 
with dim(P(s)) = dim(P(s)) - 1. This is a kind of a nondegeneracy condi-
tion which has to be fulfilled on the path. Thus, it may not occur that a 
vector in a lower dimensional face of bd(P(s)) is generated. The cases 
that might occur are the reversals of those described in N1-N4. 
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4. Economie interpretation of the adjustments 
In this section we describe how the prices along the path are 
adapted in order to reach an equilibrium situation. Broadly speaking, 
equilibrium on the domestic markets is achieved by adjustments of the 
domestic prices whereas equilibrium on the conunon market is reached via 
adjustments of both the international prices and the exchange rates. Adap-
tations of the exchange rates also restore equilibrium on the balances of 
payments. More precisely, an excess demand (supply) of a good induces an 
increase (decrease) of its price relative to the starting price. This 
tends to offset the imbalance. Similarly, a surplus (deficit) on the ba-
lance of payments leads to an appreciation (depreciation) of the currency 
in the related country. Such an appreciation (depreciation) makes for that 
country the common goods less (more) costly, which has also an impact on 
the common market. We remark that when we speak in the sequel about rela-
tive prices we mean relative to their initial values. The references PI,NI 
etc. refer to Section 3-
At the starting vector v we assume that no balance or market is in 
equilibrium, i.e. all elements of z(v) differ from zero. From v, the pri-
ces of goods in excess supply are decreased while prices of goods in ex-
cess demand are increased. Besides, if a country has a surplus (deficit) 
on its balance of payments then its currency appreciates (depreciates) 
(see PI). In case all common goods reveal an excess supply (demand), their 
prices remain unaffected (P2 resp. PI). In that case the imbalances are 
attacked by appreciation (depreciation) of the national currencies. 
In general, the relative prices of domestic goods in excess demand 
are maximal, whereas those of domestic goods in excess supply are minimal. 
Besides, the latter relative prices are equal among the countries. Rela-
tive prices of goods in equilibrium vary between these bounds (PI). All of 
this also holds for the common good prices except when no common good is 
in excess demand while at least one common good is not in equilibrium (see 
P2, P3). Although also in that case the relative prices of common goods in 
excess supply are equal, they might then be larger than the relative pri-
ces of domestic goods in excess supply. In the special case that all com-
mon goods are in excess supply, their prices equal the starting prices. 
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If along the path a good or balance becomes in equilibrium then it 
is kept in equilibrium by varying the corresponding relative price (ex-
change rate). In terms of Section 3 these are the cases NI and N2 in which 
the boundary of a dual set is reached. However, if the relative price 
(exchange rate) of a good (balance) in equilibrium becomes equal to the 
relative prices of the goods in excess demand (supply) then the good (ba-
lance) is no longer kept in equilibrium. More precisely, its relative 
price (rate) is kept equal to the relative prices of the goods in excess 
demand (supply) and the good (balance) may become in excess demand (defi-
cit) or excess supply (surplus). This case happens when the boundary of a 
primal set is reached. 
Till sofar we described the basic behaviour of the price adjust-
ment process. In the sequel we treat some special cases. 
Concerning country h, h = 1,2, it can happen that two components 
of z. simultaneously become equal to zero at the same q-vector. Under the 
nondegeneracy condition this can only occur when all other components of 
z, are zero and hence country h becomes in equilibrium (N3). Also the 
reverse can occur. If a relative price (rate) in a country in equilibrium 
becomes equal to the relative prices of the goods in excess supply then 
the corresponding good (balance) is allowed to become in excess supply 
(surplus), while simultaneously the good (balance) with the highest rela-
tive price (rate) is allowed to become into excess demand (deficit). Simi-
lar things can occur on the common markets when both balances are in equi-
librium. But on the common markets we can also have the situation in which 
some goods are in equilibrium while either all other goods are in excess 
supply (P3), or they are in excess demand (PI). In the latter case the 
adaptations are Standard. In the former case the relative prices of the 
common goods in excess supply are lower than the relative prices of the 
common goods in equilibrium, but higher than the relative prices of the 
domestic goods in excess supply. If the relative prices of the common 
goods in excess supply become equal to the relative prices of the non 
common goods in excess supply, then the former relative prices are kept 
equal to the latter while the common good having the highest relative 
price may become into excess demand (change from P3 to PI). Of course the 
opposite situation occurs when the last common good in excess demand be-
comes in equilibrium (NI). 
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Next, we have to consider the cases in which, due to the connec-
tions between the common markets and the balances of the countries (2.5b), 
simultaneously things occur at the common markets and the balances. First, 
it can happen that the last common good and the last balance not being in 
equilibrium both become in equilibrium (N4). Then the corresponding price 
and rate are allowed to vary in order to keep them in equilibrium. Of 
course, also the opposite case is possible. In that case a rate becomes 
equal to the relative prices of the domestic goods in excess supply (de-
mand) . Then the rate is kept equal to this relative price and the balance 
may reveal a surplus (deficit). Simultaneously, the common good with the 
lowest (highest) relative price may become into excess supply (demand). 
Finally, it can occur that the last common good not being in equilibrium, 
becomes in equilibrium while not all balances are in equilibrium, i.e. 
there is a balance revealing a surplus while the other is in deficit (N5). 
When that common good was in excess supply (demand), the process continues 
by allowing the common good with the highest (lowest) relative price to 
become into excess demand (supply). 
This completes the economie interpretation of the price adjust-
ments made by our process. The most remarkable feature of our process in 
relation to other price adjustment processes is that it focusses on rela-
tive prices, i.e. prices relative to the starting price system. In this 
way the starting vector plays a very important role. At any point along 
the path the process keeps track of its position w.r.t. that starting 
vector. If necessary, this leads to disturbances of partial equilibria. 
The great progress resulting from this is that our process converges to an 
equilibrium under rather general conditions. Furthermore, it appears that 
our process describes price adjustments for a two country international 
trade model including adjustments of the exchange rates. 
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5» Numerical illustration 
We consider a simple international trade model with two countries, 
1 and 2. The consumers in each country are represented by one single con-
sumer. Furthermore, each country has one domestic good (good (1,1) and 
(2,1) respectively), and there are two commonly traded goods (good (0,0) 
and (0,1)). The representative consumer in country 1 maximizes a Cobb-
ot, a_ a„ 1 1 2 3 
JJouglas utility function u (XQQ.X^.X.^) = x0oxoixll' ai ^ °' i = 1,2»3, 
and a + a„ + a = 1. Here x00,x01 and x.. denote the quantities consumed. 
Similarly, we have a utility function for the consumer in country 2, 
2 P± P2 ^3 
u (xoo'x01'X21^ = X00X01X21' ^ i * °' i = 1»2'3> and ^ + ^ 2 + ^ o = 1- The 
budget constraints are induced by the initial endowments of the countries. 
1 1 1 
For country 1 we have endowments w = (w0(-.,w_.. .w....) , and for country 2, 
w = ( WQO' WOI , W21^ ' '"'n o u r n u m e r i c al example we take oc. = /3. = 1/3, i = 
1,2,3-
On this model we performed two experiments. In the first we consi-
dered the way in which our process restored the equilibrium after the 
occurrence of a shock. We started the process in the old equilibrium price 
vector and considered the adaptations leading to the new equilibrium. 
After that we observed the consequences of the reversed shock. The most 
important issue is then the question whether the process follows the same 
path in reverse order. 
The starting situation of the economy is the one with w = 
(100,60,80) and w = (0,40,20) . The corresponding equilibrium price 
vector q = (^oo^Ol^lO^ll'^O'^l^ e^ u a l s (i/2.1/2,2/3,1/3,2/3,1/3) . 
Now, a shock takes place in this economy resulting in a change in the 
1 T 2 
initial endowments. More concrete, w becomes (0,60,l80) whereas w be-
comes (50,40,50) . Straightforward computation yields that the equilibrium 
price vector q corresponding to this new situation is equal to q = (2/3, 
1/3,18/19,1/19,15/22,7/22) = (2/3,1/3, 0.947,0.053,0.682,0.318)T. How does 
* 
our adjustment process bring the economy from q to q? The process starts 
in the old equilibrium q . The excess demand vector z(q ) after the shock 
equals ^oo^Ol^lO^U'^20^21^ = (76.54,26.54,49.92,-99.84,1.62, 
-3.24) . At the start, both common goods are in excess demand, the balan-
ces are in deficit and the domestic goods are in excess supply. Thus, the 
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process leaves q by devaluating the domestic currencies and decreasing 
equally the domestic good prices while the international prices of the 
common goods are kept fixed. The price adjustment process continues in 
this manner till the vector (1/2,1/2,0.689,0.311,0.689.0.3H)T is reached 
at which country 2 becomes in equilibrium. The latter means that both the 
domestic market of country 2 and its balance become in equilibrium. From 
that vector on country 2 is kept in equilibrium, whereas the other adapta-
tions are continued as before. Then, at the vector (1/2,1/2,0.774, 0.226, 
0.689,0.311) , the second common good market becomes in equilibrium. The 
market for the first common good still reveals a surplus. Now, the process 
proceeds while also keeping the second common good in equilibrium and 
increasing the price of the first common good above that of the second 
till the new equilibrium vector is reached. At that latter vector country 
1 becomes in equilibrium which also induces equilibrium on the first com-
mon market. 
Next we considered the reverse case. We start from the situation 
with w = (0, 60,180) , w = (50,40,50) , and corresponding equilibrium q 
(2/3,1/3,18/19,1/19,15/22,7/22) and assume a shock on this economy 
changing the endowments back to w = (100,60,80) and w = (0,40,20) . How 
does our process adjust q to the new equilibrium q = (1/2,1/2,2/3,1/3, 
2/3.1/3) ? The excess demand vector at q after the shock equals z(q) = 
(-43.17,13.66,-25.99,467.76,1.76,-3.78)T. Thus, the shock results for 
country 1 in an excess demand situation on its domestic market whereas its 
balance turns into surplus. In country 2 the opposite occurs, i.e. its 
balance runs into deficit whereas the domestic market becomes in excess 
supply. Furthermore, the market for the first common good is in excess 
supply while the other common market is in excess demand. The process 
leaves q by decreasing relatively equal the first common good price and 
the domestic price in country 2 while relatively revaluating the currency 
of country 1 with the same factor. These adaptations are continued till 
country 2 becomes in equilibrium at the price vector (0.5994,0.4006, 
O.85I6,0.1484,0.7141,0.2859)T. From that vector on country 2 is kept in 
equilibrium by adjusting the ratio between the price of the domestic good 
and its exchange rate whereas the other adjustments are continued as 
before. Next, the process reaches the vector (0.585,0.415,0.832,0.168, , 
0.7055,0.2945) at which the market for the second common good reveals an 
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equilibrium. By keeping this market and country 2 in equilibrium, increas-
ing the second common good price relatively above the exchange rate in 
country 1, and simultaneously continuing with the previous adaptations the 
new equilibrium q is reached. At the latter vector also country 1 becomes 
in equilibrium and henceforth the market for the first common good. 
It is interesting to observe from the experimentS above that the 
path traced by the process from the second to the first equilibrium is not 
reverse to the path foliowed from the first to the second equilibrium 
situation. This appears to be a general feature of our process. It is 
mainly due to the fact that the price decreases are, relatively to the 
starting vector, equal among the markets. The differences occur because of 
the difference between the starting price vectors. Besides the sign pat-
terns of the starting vectors are different. 
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